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Motivation
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MODEL TRAINING

MODEL TESTING

- Like MCQ Questions
- Chose what is correct

Learn that this examples 
is a dog but not bird, 
squirrel and a horse 
through language



Introduction

● Vision Models: Restricted!
○ Most state-of-the-art computer vision systems are trained to predict a fixed set of predetermined 

object categories. *Limit "zero-shot" capabilities

○ This restricts the generality and plagues the model performance when facing unseen data/visual 
concepts. *Curtail flexibility

Solution: Inspired from the method from NLP
• Autoregressive modeling
• Masked language modeling
• Doesn't require output heads or dataset customization
Incorporate text information with images!
Method: Given a specific caption, find its corresponding matching images.
● Novelty: Using prompt template, the model doesn't have classification head
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Model

Astonishing Performance
○ Same accuracy as ResNet-50 on ImageNet zero-shot without needing to use 

any of the 1.28 million training examples.

○ Easily transfer over 30 different existing computer vision datasets, spanning 
wide range of vision tasks. (OCR, action recognition, fine-grained object 
classification, etc.)

○ Dataset: 400 million (image,text) pairs

Without using any dataset specific training!
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Model

Astonishing Performance
○ Same accuracy as ResNet-50 on ImageNet zero-shot without needing to 

use any of the 1.28 million training examples.
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Without using any dataset specific training!
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Model
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CLIP is much more efficient at zero shot transfer

Contrastive learning alleviate 
the difficulty of supervision

Difficult to train due to variety 
of description/comments

Replace prediction function 
with contrastive function



Model

Simple implementation
• No difference with previous 
contrastive learning work
• N real pairs, N^2-N incorrect pairs
• Symmetric cross entropy loss to
minimize similarity scores

Large Dataset
• Avoid overfitting
• No need for pretraining image
encoder and text encoder
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Experiment

Why Prompt Engineering?
• Polysemy
• Same words might have different 

meaning in same dataset!
• ImageNet: construction crane vs carne
• Oxford-IIIT Pet: Boxer (pet vs athlete)

• Use 80 templates in CLIP
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Prompt Engineering

Softmax
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Experiment

Better performance on object classification
• If object exists in the image, the

corresponding text should contains it.

Limited on Texture classification and
Object counting
• No informative label
• Few-shot might be more appropriate

for complex tasks
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Experiment

• BiT-M: designed for transfer learning
by Google, one of the best model in
few-shot transfer learning (Strong Baseline)
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Supervised 
EfficientNet

Contrastive 
learning

Classic Supervised 
model
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Robustness to Natural Distribution Shift
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ImageNet Models 
Overfit

Whereas CLIP is 
more robust!

Makes Sense 
Intuitively cause 
Zero Shot Models 
are not trained to 
work better on a 
specific task.



Robustness to Natural Distribution Shift
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Robustness to Natural Distribution Shift
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CLIP Vs Human
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Bias
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Surveillance
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Empiricists

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/17PUGjMAueIKX0iopvahoQ4LyFsBBn7B7?usp
=sharing

👩🔬: Ammar, Ayo 23

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/17PUGjMAueIKX0iopvahoQ4LyFsBBn7B7?usp=sharing


Strengths
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- Personally think this is a impactful paper
- Tackle an important problem in zero-shot learning (no need retraining, labeling new dataset)

- Very well written paper
- Provided detailed experiment settings
- Easy access to additional resources: slides, source-code, talk after publication



Strengths

Broader Impact of paper:

● CLIP allows for easy classification for categorization 
● Significant promise of varied task handling such as Image search and retrieval 
● Addresses Bias 
● Addresses acknowledgement of data gathering source, participants and 

researchers involved
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Strengths
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Weaknesses

- Often require prompt engineering
- Detail paper, but also too many words in arXiv version
- Lack of notation clarification
- Personally expect more theoretical analysis for a ICML paper

- Contrastive Learning
- Uncertainty under Distributional-Shift

- Personally expect more investigation on distributional shift experiment
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Weaknesses - notation

- Misunderstand the number of probability spaces, definition clarification:
- N need to be the same as test and train?
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Weaknesses - distributional shift experiment 

- Distributional-shift experiment:
- Expect shift intensity by ImageNet-C
- Adapt to ImageNet: There is still unsolved question like “How is it possible to improve accuracy by 

9.2% on the ImageNet dataset with little to no increase in accuracy under distribution shift?”
- Adapt to class shift is look obvious
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Conclusion

Personally think:
- An impactful paper: very well written and experiments
- Expect more theoretical analysis and notation elaboration

=> Strongly accept.

🔎: Ha, Elisée



Problem

- Cra%ing a good data set for semi supervised learning is hard

- Clips data set picks from cap8oned images online

- This obviously creates the problem of OOD Data !

🔭: Muzammil Godil & Fadil



Noisy teacher student model (Xie 2020)

1) Train a teacher model on labeled 
images

2) Use the teacher to generate pseudo 
labels on unlabeled images

3) Train a student model on the 
combina9on of labeled images and 
pseudo labeled images
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Reviewer

Google slide:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Xacs-2FQ_fM9D-
XxQoJjA_EMeK5uQKKT/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=106673766508452900823&rtpof=true
&sd=true
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